Semantically Modeling of Object and Context for Categorization.
Object-centric-based categorization methods have been proven more effective than hard partitions of images (e.g., spatial pyramid matching). However, how to determine the locations of objects is still an open problem. Besides, modeling of context areas is often mixed with the background. Moreover, the semantic information is often ignored by these methods that only use visual representations for classification. In this paper, we propose an object categorization method by semantically modeling the object and context information (SOC). We first select a number of candidate regions with high confidence scores and semantically represent these regions by measuring correlations of each region with prelearned classifiers (e.g., local feature-based classifiers and deep convolutional-neural-network-based classifiers). These regions are clustered for object selections. The other selected areas are then viewed as context areas. We treat other areas beyond the object and context areas within one image as the background. The visually and semantically represented objects and contexts are then used along with the background area for object representations and categorizations. Experimental results on several public data sets well demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed object categorization method by semantically modeling the object and context information.